The LifelessWorld of Biology
a chapter from the book The Hollow Universe by CharlesDeKoninck
In animalslife is patentand obvious,whereasin plantsit is hiddenand not clear. . . . Life
seemsto consistprimarily in sensingandthinking. . . . God is the supremeand ever-lasting
animal.
ARISTOTLE

THp title of this lecturemay seema contradiction,and perhapsalso a piece of impertinence.
Yet thejudgement which it makesis both true and moderate. Indeed,it should becomeclear in the
courseof our discussionthat, to the adjectivelifeless,must be addedthe adjectivesinorganicand
functionless. Modern biology, if some of its distinguishedrepresentativesare to be believed, dare
not call itself true science unless it avoids and ignores all that naturally comes to the minds of
ordinary people when they think of familiar animals and plants. Nor have I been provoked to this
general comment by one or two radical works like Mr. N. W. Pirie's The Meaninglessnessof the
TermsLife and Living (1937), or his more recent The Origin of Life (1953). Long before I was
awareof his opinion, I had pointed out inan Introduction a l'etude de l'ame (1947), that neither the
coursesin biology followed by myself more than a quarterof a centuryago, nor anything I haveread
since, offered any reasonwhy the terms 'life' and 'inanimate' should be used at all except as
'linguistic
conveniences'.The reasonis that the biology I am talking about is resolvedto be sternly
empirical,while it can find nowhereany definite, empirically definedproperty able to separate,once
and for all, the animate from the inanimate. Initability, self-repair, nourishment, growth, and
reproduction,as describedin typical modern treatises,can be no more than provisional hypotheses,
if they amount even to this. It may of course be granted that, as a matter of method, we can and
should attemptto explain so-calledliving phenomenain terms of what we call the inanimate,as far
as possible;and that, when we cannot,we should at least keep an open mind on the question.
However, even this apparentlybroad view will lead to difficulties. 'Inanimate', after all, is a
negativeterm: I meanthat, linguistically, it is a negationof 'animate', so that it looks none too easy
to get rid of the living when, without at least the idea of it, the 'non-living' cannot be named.
On the difficulfy of avoiding involvement with the living while pursuing knowledge of the
non-living, we shall have more to say later. Meantime ProfessorW. S. Beck has pointed out, in his
Modern Science and the Nature of Life (1957), that even Mr. Pirie, having made his attempt at
merciless rigor, falls into the trap againstwhich he himself has warned us by going on to use the
terms living and non-living as meaningful after all. A similar unconsciouslyfallacious attitude is
sometimesadoptedby the physicist. For some unspecifiedreason,it is assumedthat physicsis
aboutthe inanimate,and that it doesnot deal with living things, when everyoneknows that it seeks
to explain things like gravitation,and that the physicist himself is just as much subjectto gravitation
as a stoneor a sack of potatoes. But I am distractingyou with incidentalsand will serveyou better
by getting on with my first task, which is to explain, if I can, why biologists come to this curious
attitude towards their subject. Here is how they slip into it. Taking for granted our ordinary
acceptanceof 'living' and 'non-living', thesewriters, from the start,resolveto explain them in terms
of the kind of life we know leastabout,that is, in terms of the so-calledlowest animateforms. Once
this method is adopted to the exclusion of any other, there is no escaping ProfessorBeck's
conclusion:

As perceptual objects, plants are plants whether we call them living or not: 'life' is a
conceptualobject. In other words, Pirie is correct: 'life' is beyondrigorous definition but
he, I, we will speak of life because we all know what it means in the large area of
nonambiguity. The errors to be avoided are compulsive rigidity and failure to be happy in
the companyof uncertainty. When askedwhat virusesare and what they do, we can answer.
\\'hen asked,what is life, we must reply with no more or no less than an enigmatic smile.
In his very next paragraph, however, Professor Beck, perhaps unwittingly, makes
the same criticism of his method which we make:
At the moment, I am having difficulty thinking of any use to which a definition of life could
be put -- other than to the everyday problem of recognizing death. When a scientist
manipulatesa living system,it is occasionallyuseful to him to know if it has died. If the
systemis a horse,there would seemto be few problems. But we quickly discover that the
ambiguity of 'life' affects 'death' in reverse. If it is a bacterium,a seed,or a spore,the
problemsmay be insurmountable,and in practicewe usually establishan arbitrary end point
at rvhich death,by decision, is recognizedto have occurred. Quiescenceand death can look
very much alike and their distinction brings us straight to the bar of verbal distinctions.
In other words, we can be reasonably sure about the distinction to be made between a live
Socrates and a dead one; but we cannot be anything like so sure whether this particular organism
is an animal or a plant; nor whether this object, at this moment, is even a plant or something not
alive at all. Now, our objection was that the man who hopes to arrive at some definition of lif",
enabling him to set life apart from non-life, should never begin with the study of what is alive very
obscurely, if alive at all. Why not begin with horses? He can see them without a microscope. Or

*'hy not start with the kind of thing that asks what horses are? which eventually conitructs
microscopesand finds itself facedwith the obscureforms of life?
A counter-objection to this procedure comes immediately to mind. Is it not a general
principle of sciencethat we must try to explain the complex in terms of what is at least less
complex? Now a horse,or a philosopher,is more complex than an amoeba,and shouldnot therefore
be studied until the simpler organism has been taken care of. But this difficulty is easily met.
Though far more complex than the amoeba,the horse,in a senseis far more known to us; and a dead
horsefar more recognizablydeadthan a deadamoeba. What is it then,which leadsa man to assume
that, if the term 'life' is to have any verifiable meaning, it must first be put to test at a level where
things are most obscurelyalive, if even at that level? I can acceptthat genesare molecules,as I do
that dogsare bodies. But what the latter statementmeansis much clearer(though we might wrangle
over u'hat 'body' meansand, in fact, at greaterlength than somerigorous philosopherssuspect).
Facedwith the question'What is life?', are not scientistslike Mr. Pirie trying to explain whai man
already knows well in terms of what man knows far less well? Surely the life of plants is more
obscureto us qua life than that of familiar animals. As we first try to pin down and reflect upon the
meaning of the term 'life', why should we be requestedto ignore the life already so familiar to us,
and to signiff which we normally use this term? That what I ventureto call the more sensibleand
natural approach is indeed more sensible and natural seems attested by our usual manner of
speaking. Take the kind of questionProfessorBeck wonders about: how did living organisms
'learn
to repair their wounds, to resist stress,to think, feel, and reason?' Some might say that such

languageis no more than anthropomorphicconvenience,as when we speakof the mouth of a river
or the bowels of the earth.
But, even in such casesof mere metaphor, the words first imply reference to something
already known, such as the mouth or internal organs of an animal -- of a horse, say, or a man -though not without a generous share of vagueness. Of all our nornal language it is true that,
whether its words be used as metaphors,given new meanings,or meaningslong worn out and now
revived, they still imply referenceto somethingalreadyknown, somethingthat may be quite certain,
'Well,
no matter how fuzzy at the edges.' So why let ourselvesbe confusedby questionslike:
whereare the mouthsof the protozoa?'or'Has the bacilius a stomach?' Surely it will be wiser to
tackle the creatureswe can get our hands on, and whose experiencewe share,before seeingwhat
we can make of elusive animatedparticleswhich most of us will never so much as be able to
observe.
Supposewe make a start with the most conspicuousand noisy animal here present. When
I say that I am alive, how can I veriff this statementto my satisfaction and yours? So far as I am
concemed,'being alive' meansprimarily to have sensations,such as touching, tasting, smelling and
'to have a
so on. If we could agreeon the meaningof
sensation',we might then go on to the ancient
definition of what an animal is, viz. a body endowedwith power to sense. (Which aims to reveal
no more than what the Bourgeois Gentilhomme alreadyknew.) It is certainly not obvious that trees
have sensations,nor that stones do not; on the other hand, there is not a scrap of evidence for
sense-powerin either.2 And though one might easily point to caseswhere it is not clear whether a

'

'logos', several of
All analogical terms are examples of what is meant. Take, for insiance, the Greek
'reason'.
Prescinding here from the historical order of its various
whose meanings are retained in our word
impositions, logos first standsfor the conventionally meaningful sounds or written signs produced by man for the
purpose of communication: words, phrases,and speech,as distinguished from the thought they are intended to
convey. Then it can mean the thought itself which the soundsare aimed to express. It was further imposed to mean
what the thought names,and, again, the definition or'what it is that the name signifies'. It may also mean
'notion', e.g.
proposition, argument, discussion, discourse,or treatise. Finally it has other abstractmeanings such as
'Xanthippe
threw a pail of water on Socratesfor
the notion of circle; or the reason or ground for something, as in
'the flat triangle has its three angles equal to two right angles for the
the reasonthat he came home too late', or
reasonthat its exterior angle is equal to the two opposite interior angles'. The same word was again extendedto
mean the power of reason,the faculty; then, too, the exerciseof this power, as in judgement, opinion, justification,
explanation. It can also mean proportion, rule, and hypothesis. But the first imposition remains throughout
'word' is more known to us, while all the
important, inasmuch as the plain, unqualified, unanalysedmeaning of
'logos'
are somehow related to this first one.
other meanings of
'

'Where
I seem to differ from some
In Th" Foundations of Mathematics, Frank P. Ramsey remarked that
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friends
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the heavens. The starsmay be large, but they cannot think or love; and these are qualities which impress me far
more than size does. I take no credit for weighing nearly seventeenstone.' When I pointed this out to an enthusiast
'How do you know stars cannot think or love? Meanwhile the statementis meaningless.'
of rigor I was asked:
Well, I do not know that the stars cannot think or love, nor how I should go about proving that they cannot. But I
seeno need even to try. None of this offers any reason for calling the statementmeaningless. If it is utterly
meaningless,how can my rigorist friend know that it is? Though I may remain in ignorance of the truth or
falsehood of statements,I can still know what they mean, and would not know myself ignorant of their tmth or
falsehoodunless I did. Thanks to Lord Russell, my friend has since matured. Now he calls the distinction ufferly
trivial -- which it may well be, since it has always been in use and was thoroughly accounted for by philosophers

given object is capableof sensationor not, there is no reasonwhy these casesshould disturb our
own awarenessof being alive as we use our senses.
Besides having sensations,I lcnowthat I have them; and this is of no small account. I am
quite aware,when not seeingred, that I might do so, and that I might not when I do. I know that to
seeis not the sameas to smell, and I distinguishthesesensationsas I receivethem. I also remember
having seenred when I no longer seeit; and, when now observing something red, I am aware that
I have seen such a thing many times before. I can try to recall when and where I last saw a red
'reminisce', I do not mean the same as 'to remember'; just as by
object and, when I say
'remembering' I do not mean the sameas 'to have somethingin mind which is not present'. I
of things no longer,or
perceiveand distinguishdifferent kinds of sensations,and representations
not yet, present. I know that I possessthesevariouskinds of knowledge,and know that I know this.
To all appearances,elephantshave various kinds of knowledge too. I seethat they can be
annoyed by insects boring into their hides; that they see, hear, and smell. But I am obliged to
wonder in what fashion thesehuge beastsknow that they have sensations,and whether they ask
themselveswhat a sensationis; or if, in any sense,they know that they know. The reasonsfor
believing that they neverwonder aboutsuchmattersare more convincing to me than the reasonsfor
believing that they do.
Let us interview our favorite elephant in the zoo in order to establishwhat we first mean
when declaringhim to be alive. As he thrustsforth his trunk, I somehowdetectthat he is wondering
whetherhe is going to get a peanut,for he remembershaving been offered pellets of paper instead;
and at this moment he is trying to recall whetherit was this little fellow who so deceivedhim. Now
that is what l meanby a live elephantas opposedto a dead one, though I can hardly imagine what
it meansto him, or how he could get himself into a stateof wonder about what it is to be alive -- or
to be an elephant,for the matter of that. He never discussessuch things with me, and the reasonis
likely that he has nothing to say on the subject. He doesproduce significant sounds,of course,but
his vocabulary is rather limited; though I am sure it has nuanceswhich escapeany listener but a
fellow-elephant. Still, I believe that, unlike Aesop's lion, the elephanthas no needto say any more
than he does.
All I have assertedaboutbeing alive leavesthe reality in deepobscurity, and makesit clear
enoughthat I do not know how far life extends. My certitude of touch as I sit here -- my certitude
of the resistanceof this chair and of the warmth of my hand on this cool desk -- thesedo not imply
clear knowledge of what this sensationis, though I manageto distinguish it from other kinds. But
the point is that my certitude is not diminished by ignoranceof the conditions of sensation,while
I do seethat theseare many and in somemeasurebeyond analysis. The tactile world appearsquite
different when my handsare numb: tepid water, for example, feels warrn when my hand is cold;
and this page looks bluned when I take off my spectacles. Now, is it reasonableto argue that,
becausemy numb hand cannotfeel so well as my normal hand, that my normal hand cannot feel at
all? or that my need of spectaclesproves my eyesto be untrustworthy?
Yet reasoning of no higher order is now commonly used to convince us that the terms
'living' and 'nonliving' are no longer of any use. It is suggested,for instance,that the word 'living'
is meaninglessbecausethere are casesto which nobody knows whether it applies,that is, things of
which it is not possible to be sure whether they are living or non-living. But, if the denial of the
distinction is to have meaning,we must understandthe terms whose distinction we deny. So far as
I can see,ignoranceof where life begins or ends in the world of the microscope has nothing to do
with my certitude of being alive, even though I may not know much about my own kind of life.

ProfessorBeck can bear the companyof uncertainty,3but not, you will notice, as regardsthe life or
non-life of a horse. 'If the systemis a horse,'he said,'therewould seemto be few problems'. But,
he added, 'If it is a bacterium,a seed,or a spore [and we might add, a protein molecule], the
problemsmay be insurmountable.. .'. Of course. And sinceinsurmountablethey may well remain,
it is no wonder that, if the professoris determinedthat the questionshall not be discussedat a more
intelligible level, his best answershouldremain an enigmaticsmile.
Let us get back to our horses. We are agreedthat we know more or less what we mean
a stoneis not. It will be profitable now
when we say that a horseis alive, and that to all appearances
to make more explicit that difficulfy in distinguishingalive from not-alive which was briefly pointed
out earlier in our lecture. When comparedto a horse, if perhapsnot to a creatureon the obscure
'inanimate.' Now
microscopiclevel, a stone,we confidentlyassert,is 'not alive', or 'non-living', or
theseterms are negations. But a negationis somethingrelative: it is the negation of something. If
'Non-living'
the negation is to be meaningful, you must know what it is that you are negating.
'living' standsfor. In short, there must
meansnothing without some knowledge of what the term
have been a definite senseassignedto the term living, before any significance could appearin the
negative 'non-living'. And what can this mean exceptthat we know and name the living before we
name the non-living? I certainly know far better what it is to have a sensationthan I do what it is
to be a stone, even when it is the very stonethat causesin me a sensationwhen I stumble over it.
'living' in a significant way of things such as horses
Of course,the ability to use the word
'what
life is' in the sensethat I can actually define it, not
and men, does not mean that I know
merely interpretthe name. It is one thing to know a thing well enoughto name it; it is quite another
to make fully explicit what it is that I name and to set it apart once and for all from any other kind
of thing. But I think we are safe enoughin distinguishing horsesfrom stonesin terms of life; and
if we carurotbe so definite aboutlower forms of life, why shouldthis make us surrenderour horses?
It was a typically Cartesianview that sciencemust begin with what is most basic in the
things under study. Many of us were raisedon the 'evidence' that an atom was a much clearerthing
than a stone;while in the study of life, we were madeto begin by clearing away everything but the
amoeba. The assumptionwas that whatever is less complex ought to be more accessiblethan the
complex. In physics there are no Cartesiansleft: the world of mathematicalphysics hasturned out
to be far more involved than Descartesor even Newton could suspect. It has taken somecenfuries
of experimentand symbolic constructioneven to approachsomethingbasic, such as what are now
called atoms and quanta. And every day we learn that theseare more complex than was thought
yesterday. So the fact must be facedthat what we know first and foremost is not what is most basic
to things themselves,no matter how much we might like to have it that way.
But in biology, Cartesianismstill thrives. Thoseof us who got their elementsof biology
some forty years ago will remember the doctrine that protoplasm was the universal stuff of life.
Since then, the nature of protoplasm has becomehappily less clear, and what the stuff of life may
'

'error is a statemore natural to
Aristotelians bear the company of uncertainty calmly enough, of course:
the animals than the truth, and in which the mind spendsthe greaterpart of its time' (De Anima, III.3. 427b).
'For error seemsto be more natural to animals, as they actually are, than
Aquinas's paraphrasereads as follows:
knowledge. For experienceproves that people easily deceive and delude themselves,whilst to come to true
knowledge they are in need of being taught. Again, the mind is involved in error for a longer time than it spendsin
knowing truth, for we barely attain to knowledge of truth even after a long course of study.'

be, is now known to be less known than ever before. Is it credible that some biologists continue to
state that their science is working with physical phenomena 'entirely accessible to our
understanding',by which they meanthat life is explained'in terms of physics and chemistry?' (I
would be grateful if they did no more for me than to explain the distinction assumedhere between
physicsand chemistry.) What are physical phenomenaentirely accessibleto our understanding?
Of the sciencesof nature,physicsis the most exact;but I haveyet to meet a modernphysicistwho
speakswith any suchconfidenceaboutwhat he knows. He is in fact growing more and more baffled
at the unsuspectedcomplexity of the basalentitiesof the physical world. Eddington's statement,
though made nearly a quarter-centuryago, still standsunchallenged: as he digs to the foundations
of the physical world, the scientist finds himself 'treating a universe which is the theater of
unknowableactionsand operations'. How then can biology assertthat it is dealingwith physical
phenomenaentirely accessibleto our understanding? In the context of an arrestedNewtonian
physics,in which the basic stuff of the universeand the laws governing it were assumedto be clear
more geometrico, it would be easyenoughto interpret this statement. For the great Newton wrote
Itts Principia inthe lucid vein of Euclid's Elements. But surely there is no excusefor retaining such
a conceptionof the physicalworld today.
Although an immenseover-simplification,the old Newtonian view was neverthelessa
fascinatingone. The world had the clarity and intelligibility of a machine such as man himself
might build. Now there is in fact nothing more known to us, as to what they are, than the things that
we ourselveshave madeby art or craft. True, a good deal of the material that goes into a motor, for
example,is known only vaguely. But mere practicalknowledgeof this material is enoughto get the
machine to work. We know that a spark will explode gasoline vapor. With very little more
knowledge than this it is easyenoughto seewhy gasoline enginesoperateas they do. The works
of our hands,once made -- from hammersand saws,to nuclearbombs and missiles -- are well
known to us, as to purposeand function, becausewe ourselvesconcoct them. Now, if nature were
the samekind of thing, if the whole world and each of its parts were just like a machine, we could
then truly speakof physical and biological phenomenaas accessibleto our understanding.But it
so happensthat even in physics this model theory, though it worked for centuries,has now quite
broken down. Some biologistsapparentlysurvive still unawareof thesedevelopments,serenely
confidentthat living bodies,as Descartesonce thought,arejust machines.
Since we are on the subject of over-simplificationin biology, let us glance, for a brief
moment, at how the sametendencyaffects the problem of evolution. Having been brought up to
acceptthe fact of evolution, I would not find it easynow to doubt that it has happened,however
uncertainI may remain aboutthe value of any particular theory devisedto explain how it happened.
There seemsno reasonwhy nature, 'one mask of many worn by the Great Face behind', could not
produceliving things from non-living, and higher forms of life from lower, somewhatas we build
a table out of a rough piece of timber. If naturecannotaccomplishsomethinganalogousto this,
naturecannotbe what an Aristotelian thinks it to be. But though a craftsmanmay make a chair, he
does not thereby make 'what a chair is'. And in the sameway, nature may produce this or that
living being,without being in the leastresponsiblefor 'what it is to be alive', nor for what it is to
be this kind of living being'. As Aristotle suggested,to burn down a houseis not the sameas to
abolish 'what a houseis.' To producea man from someape-like creatureno more destroysthekind
of creafurethis was than a degenerativeevolution of man into an ape-like creaturecould suppress
'what
it is to be a man.' Believe in evolution as much as you like, you are not therebycompelled
to believethat the things transformedby evolution are really only the sameold thing unchangedand

unchangeable. And yet it is frequently held that the various kinds of living beings are merely
incidentalvariationsof the samething. Somepeoplehave lost all true understandingof the problem
and take the attitude that it is incidental that two tons should be two tons of elephantrather than of
coal. Of course,if all you want is two tons, and you get them in coal rather than in elephants,what
more can you ask? It is not always realized that this kind of reduction makes of evolution a
superficialphenomenonhardly worthy of the name. To give rise to more complex speciesnow
becomessomethinglike producingthose'new' symbolic constructionsof ours: 2 is nothing new
over and above 1 + 1. The idea is a venerableone,of course: the very earliestphilosophers,using
the analogy of human artifacts too superficially, believed that basically all things were of the same
nafure,as chairs,broomsticks and tablesare all wood; and held, further, that thesedifferentiations
were wrought by chance,which is without reason,without 'logos.'
Life, we suggestedin our openingparagraph,implies the organic, and modern biology -- or
so we are told -- is just as ready to dispensewith the one as with the other. But before going any
further, let us be surethat we know what organic means. A good dealhasbeensaid about sensations
as a sign of life. Of our own sensationsI would like you now to notice how they quite obviously
involve certain parts of our body, such as skin, eyes,ears,and other members identifiable perhaps
only after someinvestigation. Theseparts are commonly called organs,and that is in fact what they
are. I do not intend to convey that, with regard to sight, for example,theseeye-balls of mine, all by
themselves,are the organs of vision; what lies behind them in the brain is no doubt even more
important to seeing,and so must also be part of what is meant by the organ.
Now I would like to arrestyour attentionupon this word 'organ'. In biological writings, no
word, you will agree,is more commonly used. How often, though, do we seeany attempt to make
plain its meaning? Organ, organic,organism,living organism-- the pagesof our text-booksare
littered with such expressionsand you may be astonishedto hear me maintain that, in the context
of theseworks, their meaning can be exceedinglydifficult and complex as anyone can see by
readingProfessorLudwig von Bertalanffu's Problems of Lfe. Yet we simply must know what an
organ means,and I think the best way to begin is to searchout the first and primitive use of the
word. Not that we are interestedin etymology, of course,but simply that later and more cultivated
meaningsof a word usually grow from some original meaning.
The name 'organ' is taken from the Greek 'organon', meaning,simply, tool; somethingused
to do something with, like a hammer or a saw. And that is what Aristotle had in mind when he
describeda living being as 'a natural organizedbody', that is: a natural body, as opposedto an
artificial one, equippedwith tools. Now, to veriff the meaningof this description, there is no need
to hurry off to examine an amoebafor its specialtype of tools. If it eatsand reproduces,doubtless
it has the meansto do so. But, if it be a good exampleof organ that is wanted, we had much better
begin with a human hand, or an elephant's trunk. After all, it is further knowledge that we are
hoping for, not ignorance of what we knew before we began (although this could apply in some
cases,since most of us had to unlearn our first knowledge of things like atoms and the basic stuff
of life.)
Of any organism, among the well-recognizedforms, at least this much may be said: that it
has structure,and that it is also an heterogeneouswhole; by which I mean that a horse for example
is not all legs,nor all eyes,nor all tail. But thesegenericqualitiesdo not set an organismapart from
structuresor heterogeneouswholes that are not organisms,unlesswe have chosento use organism
as a metaphoror to give it wider meaning. In other words, an electron is not an organ of the atom

in the sensein which the trunk is an organ of the elephant. But if it so happensthat you want to
extend 'organism' to whateverhasstructureand heterogeneous
partsyou ought to be awarethat you
are in fact either using a metaphor, or extending the meaning of the term. If we stick to our
elephant,however, and to 'organ' as the word is exemplified by his trunk, then it is as plain as his
trunk that by organ we still mean a tool. Now, this is to mean a great deal, becausea tool supposes
a purpose and, when we speak of organic bodies, if we mean anything, it can only be that these
bodiesare equippedwith the meansof pursuingpurposes.
You seewhat bad tactics it is to begin with creatureslike the amoeba. With no better idea
of an organ than this obscurelittle creaturecan give us, we shouldnever know quite what we meant
by the word. Later on, of course,we must investigatethe world of microscopic life, but the
acquisitionof this new and different knowledgeshouldnot causeus to ceaseto know what we knew.
That many modern biologists cannot endurethe thought of nature as attractedby purpose,
as acting 'for the sakeof something',is evidentfrom much of the literatureon the subject. Ever
sinceDarwin, the opinion remainsprevalentthat the notion of purposein nafure is unscientific and
unnecessary.'At first sight, the biological sectorseemsfull of purpose', admits Julian Huxley.
'Organisms
are built as if purposelydesigned,and work as if in purposefulpursuit of a conscious
aim.a But the truth lies in those two words "as if." As the genius of Darwin showed,the purpose
is only an apparentone.' Now, what I am attemptingto establishis merely that, if an organismhas
no purpose,it is no organism at all: it is not a body equippedwith tools making possiblethe
fulfilment of needs,but simply a mass in which appeara number of functionlessappendages.
Whetherthis last descriptionmakessenseneednot concernus for the moment; the point is that there
is no avoiding it when purposeis denied.
Sometimes,of course,a scientistis entirely right in excludingall thought and mention of
purpose from his work. This is the case whenever his methods are formally mathematical.
Thousandsof years ago, it was recognizedthat, when applying mathematicsto the study of the
physical world, we prescind from the good and from purposeful activity in nature, no lessthan we
do in pure mathematics. It is not becauseit is good for the triangle that this figure of parabolic
geometryhas its three anglesequal to two right angles;nor is Galileo's quadraticlaw a plausible
equationbecauseit is beuer for it to be so. So if by the scientific outlook is meant the mathematical
vision of things, it will be necessaryto agreewith Bertrand Russell when he saysthat ' "purpose"
is a conceptwhich is scientifically useless': and that 'in scienceit is the past that determinesthe
fufure, not the fufure the past. "Final causes",therefore,do not occur in the scientific accountof the
world'.
But good was pursued and evil avoided in this world long before there was any scientific
accountof it, nor doesthe scientific accountin this respectseemto have made any great changein
things. The natural world is so mysterious,so stupendouslycomplex, that a sciencehasevery right
to prefer the simplest possible methods,and so is entitled to shun many problems that cannotyield
to thesetactics. But we do not have to acceptwhat is left as the world in which we have got to live.
Whatever the nature of cancer, for example, we continue to call the subjects of it 'victims' and,

*

Ofcoursethereis no needto suppose,asthephraseseemsto do, that,in orderto be genuine,purpose
requiresthatnaturebe consciousof it. All thesame,Sir Julianseemsto haveunderstoodthat 'si naturaoperetur
propterfinem,necesse
estquodab aliquointelligenteordinetur'(Aquinas,In II Physics.,lect. l2).

leaving asideworse evils, we may truly declarethat it is simply good not to have this one. We shall
also agreethat it is good for a man to have both his legs,both his eyes,and water when he is thirsty.
Nor should it appearany less reasonablenowadaysto statethat it is good for him to be endowed
with the proper electricalcharges,molecules,cells and tissues. Certain chemical combinations
make obviously living beings possible;and why should these not be called good, at least with
respectto the beings which need them? Purposeis of course clearer to us in what we are wont to
call the higher animals,not to mention man himself: it is plainly good for an elephantto have his
trunk, and a whale his tongue. The good is obscureto us in the caseof plants and, when, if at all,
we penetrateto still lower regions of being, final causality fadesout of sight. Where we can no
longer relate things to recognizableliving creatures,we can no longer be sure of what is good or
bad. All this is the plainest common-sense,and we shall be silly indeed if we abandonany of it for
no better reasonthan the impossibility of translating it into formal equations.
Aristotle had his troubles with that account of the world which Russell calls scientific,
wherebythe past determinesthe future; a doctrinewhich aims to explain in terms only of causesthat
existbefore whatever it is that comesto be. One of thesecausesis the stuff (a conveniently vague
term) of which that which comesto be is composed,anotheris the agencygiving rise to that which
comesto be. Instancesof thesetwo causeswould be the stoneand the sculptor, both of which exist
before the statuedoes. Causesthat come to be after these first two,s would be, for example, the
shapeof the statue,by which it differs from the unhewn stone, as well as what the sculptor had in
mind while selecting the stone and hewing it, namely the statue. Now, although the completed
statueis what comes about last of all, it was what the sculptor intendedbefore it actually came to
be. This finished shape,and that which he intendedwhile hewing this stone,are in fact one and the
samething, though consideredin different respects: the shapenow in existencemakesand reveals
the statueas different from the unhewn stone,and it is also what the sculptor intended.6
Now, according to the doctrine which Aristotle had to refute, the analogy between art and
naturewould hold with regard to the stuff that things are made of, and in some small measurefor
the agencyas well. But the analogy alreadybegins to break down in the latter respect,inasmuchas
agencyis reducedto aimlessprocessdeterminedonly by the material, in the way a landslideoccurs.
There is no agentintending a good so that, if somegood does in fact come about, such as the erect
posture of man and the attendantsize and quality of his brain, this happenedfor no other reasons
than the kind of stuffof which he is composedand the processwhich left him composedof it: there
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As Russell has repeatedly observed, 'The "efficient" cause is what we should call simply "the cause...".'
While it is the one which was first named 'cause' it is, in fact, as Hume's critique has shown, quite difficult to
defend outside the domain of human making and acting. But once we have defined causeas 'that upon which
something dependsin being or becoming', the notion of material cause is the most obvious and cerfain, such as the
wood of a wooden table; then that of form, e.g. the shapeof the table; and any critical discussion of causality should
begin with these.
u

Att infinity of different purposesmay be prior or concomitant to his purpose as a sculptor, such as his
commission, obedienceto his patron, and so on. But these are incidental to the stafueas such -- which faces us
again with that distinction betweenper se andper accidens. If this distinction is ignored, we can say just as readily
that the sculptor's purpose was to escapehis mother-in-law's bad temper, and so vindicate that extreme form of

wasnothingprior to thesethat had anythingto do with what cameabout.Here is how Aristotle
describes
thetheory:
Why should not nature work, not for the sakeof something,nor becauseit is better so, but
just as the sky rains, not in order to make the corn grow, but of necessity? What is drawn
up must cool, and what has been cooled must becomewater and descend,the result of this
being that the corn grows. Similarly if a man's crop is spoiledon the threshingfloor, the
rain did not fall for the sakeof this -- in order that the crop might be spoiled -- but that result
just followed. Why then should it not be the samewith the parts in nature,e.g. that our teeth
should come up of necessity- the front teeth sharp,fitted for tearing, the molars broad and
useful for grinding down the food - since they did not arise for this end, but it was merely
a coincidentresult; and so with all the other parts in which we supposethat there is purpose?
Whereverthen all the parts cameaboutjust what they would have been had they come to be
for an end, such things survived, being organized,at random in a fitting way; whereasthose
which grew otherwiseperishedand continue to perish, as Empedoclessays his 'man-faced
ox-progeny'did.i

If the notion that there is purpose in nature can be made to look so outlandish, as in the
instance of rainfall and the growth or destruction of grain, the reason may be an undue haste in
relating an effect to a causeout of all proportion to it, as in the case of 'his house burned down
becausehe was on time for dinner'; which seemseasyenoughsince,evenwhen convincedthat there
ought to be sucha cause,we can in fact rarely put our finger on it. But whatever this causemay be,
the grain is good and nourishing, and its destructionwill be regrettedwhen there is need for food.
The point is that so long as we do not carewhether a product of nature is good or bad, the question
whether -- even in the frightful contrarietiesupon which the so-calledbalanceof nature depends-there is action for a purposeor not, is irrelevant. If we allowed all the samethat nafure doesin fact
produce good results -- such as the proper kind of teeth; and regrettable deviations too, such as
blindnessand cancer-- but without purpose,so that even failures have no proportionatecause,such
results would have a reasonto account for them, but not in respectof their goodnessor badness.
Nonetheless,we could hardly put down all effectsof this to chance,sincechanceeventscan scarcely
be held to occur without suppositionof action for a purpose-- unlessof coursewe imposea new
'laws
meaning on the word, as in
of chance', which in their mathematical form are wholly determined. Nor can we escapethe conclusionthat a distinction betweenwhat is by nature and what is
by chancewill be irrelevant if there is no distinction betweenper se andper accidens.s
'
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Thut "hun"" events occur in action for a purpose is plain in the caseof human actions. If a man, digging
for water, strikes oil, this event, so far as his explicit intention is concerned,is a piece of good fortune. But if in
digging a well for water, a man frequently strikes oil, then, provided he knew this, the discovery of oil would not be
attributed to chance. A pregnant woman took the bus to go to market, caught the German measles,and eventually
gave birth to a crippled child. So far as she was concerned,there was no connection between what she intended and
what happenedas an unforeseenside-effect. In nature, chancecan be recognized in the caseof the lioness which,
having lost her cubs during an elephant raid, finally gives up the searchwhen she loses their scent at the stream they
had fled across;then there appearsan antelopewhich she pursuesfor the sake offood; the prey leaps acrossthe
stream,and the lioness in pursuit is suddenly faced with her cubs. If this discovery can be called a good, it is a
chanceevent in nature.

If in scienceit is the past alonethat determinesthe future, by reasonof what the pastwas and
of the consequentnecessityof what shall be; if that which, though last to exist, but first intended,
is not a true cause;as if the houseas actually built is in no senseresponsiblefor the builder's choice
and arrangementof materials,or the spider's web as acfually finished doesnot supposesomething
analogousto intellect producing somethinglike the purposefulstructureof our machines,ethen the
scientific outlook on naturewill be
as if one were to supposethat the wall of a housenecessarilycomes to be becausewhat is
heavy is naturally carried downwardsand what is light to the top, wherefore the stonesand
foundationstake the lowest place,with earth abovebecauseit is lighter, and wood at the top
of all as being the lightest. Whereas,though the wall doesnot come to be without theseit
is not due to these,exceptas its material cause;it comesto be for the sakeof shelteringand
guarding certain things. Similarly in all other things which involve production for an end;
the product cannot come to be without things that have a necessarynature, but it is not due
to these(except as its material); it comes to be for an end. For instance,why is a saw such
as it is? To effect so-and-soand for the sakeof so-and-so.This end, however,cannotbe
rcalizedunlessthe saw is madeof iron. It is thereforenecessaryfor it to be of iron, ifwe are
to have a saw and perform the operationof sawing. What is necessarythen, is necessaryon
a hypothesis; it is not a result necessarilydeterminedby antecedents. Necessity is in the
natureof matter,while 'that for the sakeof which' is in the definition [of what a saw or what
a houseis].lo

But to hold thatnatureactsfor anenddoesnot imply thatwe canin everyinstancetell what
thatendis: just asit is onethingto saythatthereis sucha thingasa living being,andquiteanother
to be ableto distinguishthe living at all levelsof life. Therearelargeareasof science,aswe have
seen(indeedall of mathematical
physics),whereno objector activityis to be recognized
asgood
andwheresearchfor purposewould be wholly vain. In biology proper,however,while onecan
denypurpose,it is not easyto do it andremainconsistent.r'For instanceProfessor
Beckhimself
banishesall purposefulproductionin andby nature,but thengoeson to write:
It is by connectingcoatcolor with the ideaof visibility andthe conceptof protectionfrom
predatoryanimalsthatpermitsus to saythepolarbearis white becausewhite fur enhances
his chancesof survival. By goingbehindwhat is observable,
we haveexplainedhis color.
Now this oddity could arisefrom the mere fact that ProfessorBeck is using words suchas 'because',
'enhance',
and 'survival'. When takentogethertheseterms would normally convey that it is a good
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Wh"n we speakof the purpose of machines,we do not mean that the machines themselvesact for an end,
but that we, the principal agentsas distinguished from thesetools, built them for a purpose.
to
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I must not convey the impression that ProfessorBeck's negation of purpose in nature is the common
view amongst biologists today. Quite the opposite was held by Guyenot and Cuenot, who, in their later years, could
reconcile random mutations with finality; and by C. H. Waddington, a scientist who is fully aware of the limitations
of mathematics in biology, as may be seenfrom a reading of his The Stratesy of Genes.

thing for the polar bearto have a white fur, the reasonbeing that it enhanceshis chancesof survival,
which, for the polar bearat least,is apparentlya good. All the same,'because',or 'the reasonfor',
are ambiguousterms, as can be readily seenin 'The landslideoccurredbecauseof abundantrains',
'Mr.
Smith built a housebecausehe had the meansto do so', or 'he built it becausehe wanted
shelter'. It is the meaningof the term in the last examplewhich is crucial. Does there exist in nature
a'because' which offers an intendedgood as explanation?The moderntheory of randommutations,
anticipatedby Empedocles,proposesa final accountof the origin of all types of organismswhich
dispenses
with endsor goalsas causes.But can sucha theory stand? How does it differ from the
assertionthat the duck was brought down becausethis particular pellet of shot happenedto strike
a vital spot?that the bird was therefore downed by a random missile, since any other pellet might
have done as well? Will this do as an ultimate explanation? Why does the hunter cultivate a
random distribution of bird-shot? What would happento mushroomsif they did not produce their
enorrnoussuperfluity of spores? Or to humanity if there were but one speffn for each ovum? The
duck-hunterusesshot insteadof a bullet becauseit enhancesthe probability of hitting his target.
In fact, his hope is that most of the pellets will miss the duck. But the 'scientific account' of a
successfulshot would suggestthat the bird fell becauseone of the pellets happenedto strike it in a
vital organ. This is true; but is this all there is to it, when the plain purpose of a charge of many
pellets was to ensurethat one should strike?
A certain reluctance upon the part of biologists to introduce final causes into their
explanationsis sometimesquite understandable.This type of causeif first and foremost, is also the
most obscure. To seehow it works, even in the most vivid examples,is not easyand, as we have
seen,in large domainsof researchit cannot so much as be identified. Yet, if it be final causewhich
establishesan intelligible connectionbetweenthe other causesin nafure, as it doesbetweencauses
in art, it remains true that to banish finality completely will be to imply that nature is basically
unintelligible. The scientific accountof things would consequentlybe obliged to shut out all
reference to reason as explanatory of anything. Now many things can in fact be accountedfor
without referenceto intelligence, but the crux of the matter is that final cause is not one of them.
Are we to concludethat the scientific accountof the world cannotbe a reasonableone?that science
is hostileto intelligence?
Now, it is a curiousfact that the writers most readyto make this suicidal rejection can accuse
thosewho disagreeof falling victim to anthropomorphism. Not only a belief in purpose,but even
the conviction that nafure is more than a machine, or that certain creatures,like mammal and tree,
are radically different, or that general laws governing the whole universe can never explain
everything in it, are all scornfully dismissedas 'organismic concepts', beliefs on a level with pananimism. But might not the oppositebe nearerthe truth?
It will be agreedby all, except those perhapswho are determinedthat nafure shall behave
as they think best, that mental constructions, though submitted to experience and converging
towardsnature,may never be equatedwith what they are thought to approach. To so equatethem
would be anthropomorphismof the most preposterouskind. It would be like saying that nature is
just what we happento know of it; or that what a thing is in itself exists after the manner in which
we come to know somethingabout it; that our symbolic constructionsare after all neither symbolic
nor constructions; or perhaps that nature, which we reach out to in our constructions and
idealizations-- suchas inertia, true spheres,starstakenas points, and ideal gasses-- is itself no more
than symbolic construction or idealization. Such a claim would indeed be far more

anthropomorphic, or organismic, in the pejorative senseusually intended, than the belief that
everything in nature is alive in the way a man is, that thunder and lightning are signs of nature in a
rage,or that the moon truly smiles upon the waters. But it is just as easyto be anthropomorphicby
rash denialsas by rash assertions.The assumptionthat, to be valid, the word 'good' must have a
single meaning,or that 'purpose' must be confined to human affairs, may well be anotherinstance
of anthropomorphism,though of a more sophisticatedkind. This word 'good', like any other
analogicalterm, suchas 'life', 'power', 'cause',hasmany, distinctmeanings,as in 'a good steak',
'a good
man', 'a good saw', 'a goodhouse','a goodmind', and so on. What the singleword 'good'
standsfor is not a single concept, but a whole group of more or less interrelated concepts,all of
which refer to different kinds of things or properties.
The idea of final causality in nature is based,of course,on the assumption of an analogy
betweenart and nature;it being understoodthat analogymeansproportion,not identity. Now, if the
analogy holds good: if what comes about by nature is that for the sake of which the process
resulting in the structureof an elephantor a man occurs,in a way somehow comparableto human
purpose in making or in acting, then, to ignore that nature acts for an end would place us in the
position of a man who is readyto explain a housewithout any referenceto that for the sakeof which
housesare built. The difficulty of the question'What is a house?'would be side-steppedby the
naffower questions,'What is a housemade ofl' or'How was it made?' Only the latter type of
questionwould now belongto the scientific outlook. And, of course,if it were indeedimpossible
to learn what a houseis for, there would remain plenty to occupy us in finding out what it is made
of, and in understandingwhat would happen if its materials were arranged otherwise -- if the
foundationswere of wood, the roof of stone,or the walls too high.
Justification of the analogy is not an easytask, and I do not intend to attempt it here. The
point I wish to make is that, if the analogy is true, if there is such a proportion between nature and
art, it follows -- as a tautology, if you wish - that the unqualified negationof nature's action for an
end implies that nature, as comparedto art, is finally unintelligible, that the bird building her nest
functions as we might if we produceda housewith no purposein view, or made somethingthat just
happenedto be a house. I venture to say that this seemsto be the way some people want it
nowadays: a methodology which takes us back to the beginnings of science,to the antiquissimi
philosophi,r2to whom it appearedthat things must be accountedfor entirely in terms of whatever
they are made of: which is what theseearliest philosophersmeant by nature, substance,essence,
or matter. And this was far from being a bad start,for, as a matterof principle, we must accountfor
as much as possiblewith as little as possible.
Nevertheless,it is not so easyto hold natureand intelligenceapart. In some of his pursuits,
man finds himself almost watching and listening for somesign of nature's intentions,becauseit can
be so much to his advantageto learn them. What is our agriculture,for example,but an attempt to
make natureimprove upon herselfl to achievemore eff,rcientlyand rapidly what our investigations
have convinced us she must be trying to achieve? We have discovered short-cuts to objectives
which naturecould attain only imperfectly, if at all. Medicine and surgerysupply familiar instances.
The fruit, vegetablesand live-stock we feed on are largely the productsof nature enhancedby art -ars cooperativanaturae. Indeedwe may be at last on the verge of rousing life itself in a test-tube.
But when we do bring to life some inanimatebrew (a trifling achievement,notice, if there is really
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no differencebetweenthem), surely the leastwe may hope for is that we shall do so knowingly, with
full appreciationof what we are about. And should this come to pass,dare we then maintain that
this is the first time that somethingnaturalwas brought aboutby reasonand not by chance? Or will
the fact that reasonat long last hasmanagedto do what Nature does,prove rather that Nature is very
like us? that Nature, though not possessedof the kind of reasonthat we have, doesnevertheless
sharein some kind of Reason,and in one the power of which we may well envy since, if we
commandedit, we could make wood grow into a ship?
The trouble, it seemsto me, is that the attemptsto accountfor the living entirely in terms of
the generallaws of mathematicalphysics are the result of the artificial barriers which have beenset
up betweenthe sciencesof nature,so that there is nothing left for the isolatedworker but to explain
everythingin terms of his own department(althoughin this he at leastbearswitnessto the scientist's
instinctive desireto attain the whole, and thus to philosophize). But such a procedureis defensible
only when adoptedas a mere working hypothesis.Nature is a heterogeneous
whole, in the exploring
of which various methodsmust be used. Dissect it as we may, the subjectunder investigation
somehowpersistsin remaining one. Take, for example,Democritus's 'small world' that is a man:
he can be cooked down to his molecules,and evento less,to sheerradiation. But what is the effect
of this renderingprocess?Does it enableus to pronouncethat now at last we have got hold of what
a man is? It is familiar knowledge that a houseis composedof brick, cement,boards,plaster,nails,
wire and pipe. But doesthis knowledge ever impel us to think or statethat a housesimply is brick,
cement,boards,plaster, and so forth? The difference betweena heap of building materials and a
house is plain enough. Surely there is an even greater difference between a heap of molecules or
atomsand a man.
The truth is that, by the sciences of nature, we should not mean physics and biology
(includingpsychology)only, as thesearenow understood.ProfessorPascualJordanseemsaware
of this when (in Physicsof the 20th Century)he regretsthat 'The increasingindependenceof natural
scientific branchesfrom philosophy from Aristotle's time to the presenthas simultaneouslyalso
emptiedphilosophyof its original contentand problems.' For whatevermay be the tacticsof this
or that scienceof nature, it remainstrue that all should convergeupon the single, though infinitely
varied, whole which is their subject. Now, to hold this generalobjective steadily in view, and in its
light, to passjudgement on the conclusionsof specializedbranchesof research,is the businessof
natural philosophy -- which should be the concern of each and every scientist. The fatal
consequencesof abandoningall thought of the subject as a whole, to become absorbedand lost in
independentinvestigationof single aspectsof it, is illustratedeverywhere. The absenceof coordination between the sciences,the failure of each to reflect constantly upon the scope and
like the grin
signif,rcanceof the others,have brought all to a stateof hollownessand shapelessness,
without the cat or the cat without an outline. In earlier sectionsof this lecfure,I had occasionto
emphasizerelatively clear casesof what we meanby being alive, and to suggestthat it is a strange
sort of science which cannot bring itself to allow them. But I do not contend for a moment that
knowledge of nature has accomplishedmuch by identiffing such cases,or by offering a general
definition of what they represent.To recognizesomethingas an animal may be just a little better
than nothing; to recognrzeit as a horse or a rabbit, is to make a real step, though only the first,
torvardsour true goal. Knowledge of nafure that would rest in something so vague and generalas
rvhatis conveyedby 'animal' would be as empty in a way as the kind which I am criticizing. My

purpose in all such exampleswas simply to show that, to recognizethe horse or the cat at least as
living things, is far lessfictitious than to dismissthem as machines.
The problemsof philosophy,when distinguishedfrom thosewhich BertrandRussellcalls
scientific, will remain forever in debate. Should the day ever come when Leibniz has his way:
when, to settle their problems,philosopherswill merely have 'to take their pens in their hands,to
sit down to their desks and to say to each other (with a friend as witness, if they liked), "Let us
calculate" ', there will be no more problems, for there will be no one to raise them. Meantime, the
calculatorshave their use,while philosophersare forever in needof being debunked,a thing no one
knew better than Socrates. Nevertheless,as Aristotle suggested,no one can deny philosophy
without at least implying a philosophy of his own, and his own may prove to be a very foolish one.
What did we know of man before we found out that he is a throng of electric charges?and
that he is composedof multitudinous cells?and that the circulation of his blood is an exquisitepiece
of chemistry and mechanics? Is it possible that, having learned all this, we may remain far more
ignorant of him than Sophocles,or Shakespeare?or the people who believe they know what these
writers meant? Over the deadbody of his faithful Cordelia,the agedLear had no more needof what
is now offered to mankind as sciencethan you and I will feel, if it ever becomesour lot to know
such grief.
She's gone for ever.
I know when one is dead, and when one lives;
She's as deadas earth.

